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DCIS Insurance Has Special Tools to
Help Cover Expenses in 2017
With huge US & world stocks for most crops and big US &
world planted acres expected again next year, producers will
be facing another of anticipated tight returns. But DCIS has
a number of extra tools that can be used to help producers
gain enough coverage to possibly cover their costs of
production.
Once again for 2017, Price Select is expected to be in strong
demand – and possibly sell out once again – this year. Price
Select allows producers to add other months to their policy;
if the average futures price during a selected month is
higher than both the base & harvest prices, producers will
be able to use that price to determine their revenue
guarantee. The graphs at right show the 11-year history of
average December corn, November soybeans, & December
cotton. Each has a definitive tendency of when the best
pricing opportunities are – summer for corn & soybeans, &
spring for cotton. Price Select allows you to work these
periods into your policy, and also backs someone who would
like to market during these months. I encourage you to visit
with your DCIS agent very soon to find out how Price Select
can work for you.

Revenue Select & Yield Select are shallow loss “add-on”
programs that allow you to cover up to 90% or 95% of trendadjusted APH, either with yield only or revenue coverage.
The idea behind both programs is to give you tools to gain
enough coverage to cover your cost of production. Since
many producers have only had 1 or 2 years ever with yields
above 95% of their trend-adjusted APH, they would either
have one of their best years ever or would trigger an
indemnity payment. These programs will likely be most
attractive in areas already using 85% levels in order to not
leave a gap in coverage and due to cost in other areas.

Production Cost Insurance is a new program offered by DCIS
for 2017. PCI offers a different way to look at insurance.
This insurance could stand alone or be added along with a
multi-peril policy. The idea behind PCI is that it encourages
producers who want to try to out-yield low prices to “throw
the juice on”, since the policy adds what you spend on seed,
fertilizer, & chemical onto your “gross margin” to determine
your “guarantee”. Because this program uses your farm’s 5year revenue history (with crops added together) from

2011-2015 to determine gross margin, this program will look best for
producers that had a combination of good yields & high prices during that
timeframe.
Each of these add-on programs from Diversified Crop Insurance Services
has its place as a risk management tool. And some will work better in
certain areas and with certain crops than the others. I encourage you to
visit with your DCIS agent soon to get quotes & coverage ideas from
these programs for your farm for 2017.
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December S&D Report a Yawner
The USDA December Supply/Demand Report is usually a
non-event, and this one wasn’t much different. For US
numbers, the only crop that had a production/yield
change was cotton. The overall cotton yield was
increased another 18 lbs this month to 821 lbs, with US
production also bumped 360,000 lbs. As expected, the
eastern states’ yields were cut due to damage from
Hurricane Matthew, but were more than offset by
increases in western states.
At the world level there were quite a few changes, and
most of them were bearish to price. Some of the most
significant production changes were:
World wheat up 6.54 mmt to record 751.26 mmt;
Australian wheat up 4.70 mmt to record 33.00 mmt;
China wheat up 0.85 mmt to 128.85 mmt;
World corn up 9.20 mmt to record 1,039.73 mmt;
Brazil corn up 3.00 mmt to record 86.50 mmt;
China corn up 3.55 mmt to 219.55 mmt;
FSU corn up 1.00 mmt to 46.56 mmt;
World soybeans up 1.91 mmt to record 338.00 mmt;
World cotton up 0.96 mb to 104.24 mb.
USDA will issue its final production report for US spring
crops in January.
The other story from the December report was that
USDA raised the Average Farm Prices for corn – 5 cents
– and soybeans – 25 cents – in the December report
(table @ right). While the marketing year for these
crops doesn’t end until August 31, 2017, raising these
“MYA” prices does lower the trigger yields for possible
ARC-CO payments for 2016 that would be made next
fall. Since August, USDA has now raised the corn MYA
price 20 cents & raised the soybean MYA price 35 cents.
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